Abstract-This paper analyses the potential of utilising small unmanned-aerial-vehicles (SUAV) as wireless relays for assisting cellular network performance. Whilst high altitude wireless relays have been investigated over the past 2 decades, the new class of low cost SUAVs offers new possibilities for addressing local traffic imbalances and providing emergency coverage. We present field-test results from an SUAV test-bed in both urban and rural environments. The results show that trough-to-peak throughput improvements can be achieved for users in poor coverage zones. Furthermore, the paper reinforces the experimental study with large-scale network analysis using both stochastic geometry and multi-cell simulation results.
I. INTRODUCTION

A. Motivation
Over the past decade, mobile traffic has been transformed from mainly voice-based to an amalgamation of different data types. According to the latest report by the Cisco Visual Networking Index (VNI), the mobile video traffic will increase by 16-fold over the next 5 years [1] , driven mainly by mobile video content. Another key global trend is the human migration from rural to urban areas. More than 50% of the global population now live in cities, and this percentage is over 80% for developed countries [2] . Combining the mobile data growth and rapid urbanisation trends together, one can draw the conclusion that there will be an extremely high density of wireless communication links in cities. Therefore, the battle ground for cellular communications success will lie in complex urban areas, where the signal propagation environment is very hostile. In addition to the propagation challenge, the spatial-and temporal-traffic demand pattern is also extremely complex, with a large variance. This has led to an inefficient utilisation of cellular network resources, with 50% of the base stations (BSs) carrying over 90% of the data at any given time.
Whilst the aforementioned challenges are especially prominent in cities, it is also a challenge in far reaching rural communities that seek greater information connectivity. Traditional (Bell Labs [3] ) and non-traditional wireless data operators (Google Loon Project and Facebook Drone Project [4] ) are now examining the need to supplement fixed terrestrial wireless infrastructure with mobile airborne services. Some of the technologies considered are high altitude long endurance (HALE) platforms, whilst others are autonomous small unmanned aerial vehicles (SUAVs). This paper is primarily concerned with the latter.
B. Heterogeneous Network Architecture 1) Benefits: The mobile data traffic has approximately doubled every year for the past decade, and the wireless multiple access capacity also needs to increase at a similar rate. To an extent, the challenges are being addressed by dynamic network elements that employ greater inter-cell cooperation, spectrum sharing, and load balancing techniques. A promising solution that is being trumpeted by both industry and academia is small-cells, and they are widely seen as the solution to providing cost efficient capacity growth [5] . Small-cells can be femto-cells with a wired-or wireless-backhaul [6] , or wireless relays [7] . Almost all operators now include small-cells in their strategy to provide ubiquitous mobile broadband. Typically, they are deployed in urban canyons (streets and alleyways) or in large indoor areas (shopping malls and business centres).
2) Challenges: Whilst the hardware of a small-cell (i.e., femto-cell) is relatively cheap, the site rental and backhaul costs are 10-20 folder greater. Therefore, one of the challenges faced by operator deployed small-cells is their deployment location [8] , [9] . The major drawback with static deployments is that their service qualities (i.e., coverage area) has a very limited adaptation scope. The rapidly changing nature of the traffic demand and the hostile urban propagation characteristics mean up to 20 small-cells are needed per BS, yielding a cell density explosion from 6 macro-cells per square kilometre to 100 heterogeneous cells per square kilometre for each operator. The fine grain planning required for smallcells coupled with the increase in co-channel interference will yield a coverage planning complexity explosion. These barriers have thus limited to proliferation of small-cells, as operators continue to carry out limited scale deployments, whilst keeping a watchful eye on the operational costs and increased interference issues [10] .
Airborne relaying offers some attractive benefits, in that the relays offer improved propagation channels to both the serving base station and the targeted users. Furthermore, airborne relays are mobile and can dynamically target emerging traffic hotspots. The operational costs of a large fleet of SUAVs are attractive as they do not require site or fixed backhaul rental costs. Furthermore, their capital costs are in the same order of magnitude as small cells and can be highly autonomous in their operations.
C. Paper Organisation
The paper will first review existing literature in Section II, to give a background on aerial relay platforms and relay radio resource optimisation. In Section III, a single SUAV relay test-bed will be introduced and it will be used to test the performance of a SUAV relay-assisted 3G network in urban canyon and rural areas. In Section IV, a multiple SUAV relayassisted 3G network is simulated in central London, and the mobile coverage benefits of SUAV relays are demonstrated. A theoretical framework based on stochastic geometry is also presented to yield performance bounds. The results in Section IV will also compare SUAV relay performance to several other load balancing and traffic management techniques such as dynamic sector re-configuration [11] . Finally in Section V, the paper will examine aviation authority regulations for commercial UAV operations and the practicality of the concept.
II. TERRESTRIAL MOBILE RELAYING REVIEW
A. High Altitude Relays
Mobile relays and BSs have been studied and tested over the past 2 decades as a possible supplement and replacement to ground BSs. High altitude (∼ 20 km) and large-scale (∼ 1, 000 kg) UAV BSs and relays have been proposed in [12] , [13] , and more recently by the Google Project Loon. High altitude UAVs primarily seek to replace terrestrial BSs in areas of: poor access, low user density, poor ground-level propagation or very little existing infrastructure (i.e., wired backhaul, electricity grid). In one or more of these scenarios, the financial justification for maintaining a high-altitude fleet of large-scale UAVs and ground piloting stations can outweigh a terrestrial network. The main challenges here include accurate transmitter and receiver alignment, long-duration flight, and a cost-effective ground coverage radius. In contrast, this paper reviews recent work on low-altitude SUAVs. They provide a micro-scale mobile relay that attempts to provide two distinctive benefits: i) superior terrestrial propagation model, and ii) coverage for a small dense cluster of mobile user equipments (UEs). Therefore, they are not to be confused with or compared to high-altitude UAVs directly.
B. Low Altitude Relays
Indeed, several mobile relaying concepts have been proposed in the past few years. Mobile relaying does not have to create new network entities such as new relay nodes, but can in fact opportunistically leverage on existing objects in the world such as: i) public transport vehicles [14] , and ii) other mobile UEs [15] , [16] . The relaying protocol can either be of a cooperative or non-cooperative nature. Due to the opportunistic nature of the aforementioned mobile relaying techniques, the performance tend to suit delay-tolerant data, or users that are in poor coverage areas.
In order to improve the delivery performance to all data types, dedicated hardware is required for mobile relaying (nonopportunistic). On a low altitude level, robotic BSs that can relocate itself on roof-tops has been conceptually proposed in [3] to address the shifting urban traffic patterns. To achieve this practically, the emergence of affordable low-power and -weight SUAVs (∼ 10 kg) is an attractive host for mobile relays. Detailed analysis of it acting in a multi-cell cellular network environment has been lacking until recently. In the past 2 years, several papers have exploited the idea that flying relays can dynamically follow large crowds of users and provide improved coverage in either emergency situations [17] or during traffic overload in the air interface of the network [18] . Fig. 1a illustrates a number of environments that can potentially benefit from relay assistance [7] , [18] . The scenarios that this paper will consider are: i) urban canyons (i.e., alleyways, indoors), rural areas, and mobile crowds. Fig. 1b illustrates the concept that static ground-based relays must be deployed to serve areas that have a long-term need for performance improvement, such as near the edge of the serving-BS. They cannot therefore address the emergence of an UE hotspot effectively. On the other-hand, mobile relays can converge on an emerging hotspot and provide effective coverage to improve link level spectral efficiency.
In terms of radio-resource assignment, multi-cell relaying research in [7] has shown that co-frequency radio resource allocation between the relay and direct communication channels will yield the greatest overall network throughput. In terms of optimal relay deployment location, multi-cell relaying research in [7] , [9] , [18] has shown that considering the multi-cell interference environment is important. Solutions which only consider the serving signal power will deliver sub-optimal and sometimes degrading performances to the overall network. By considering the effects of interference when relaying data, significant throughput improvements can be made.
III. SINGLE UAV RELAY FIELD-TEST RESULTS
A. Hardware
The paper first shows results of a single UAV relay node (RN) serving a single UE in poor coverage areas (urban outdoor, urban indoor, and rural outdoors). The configuration of the test-bed, the experimental setup, and the performance gains will be presented. The test-bed employs a Parrot AR Drone Mk2, which is a lighter model of the test-bed developed in [18] . The drone is piloted by another user who does not take part in the throughput experimentation. The drone itself weighs approximately 400 g and has dimensions 0.51 m × 0.45 m. It is equipped with four 14.5 W rotors and has a radio communications range of 50 metres. As shown in Fig. 2 , the drone is fitted with a wireless RN on its undercarriage. The RN communicates with the serving BS on the 3G channel, and employs the Decode-and-Forward (DF) protocol to relay the signal to and from a test UE. The specific hardware used in this test-bed is a UE in client mode. The BS-RN channel is a 3G in-band channel, and the RN-UE channel is a out-of-band channel using the Wi-Fi transmission band. The throughput test is performed on a test mobile-phone which is permanently connected to the drone's RN. The drone's RN is connected to the nearest serving-BS and relays data continuously to the test UE. 
B. Urban and Rural Results
Test-bed results were performed in several urban and rural locations which do not have a strong 3G data coverage outdoors. Fig. 3 shows two example locations of an urban and rural setting, with the location of the serving-BS and the test point. The combined urban and rural results are presented in Fig. 4 , which shows the downlink throughput, uplink throughput, and ping time for different relaying altitudes. The general observation is that the two sets of throughput results show a very similar monotonically increasing trend with RN height, which saturates at approximately an altitude of 15 metres. The surround building and foliage did not exceed 15 metres, so it is conceivable that higher altitudes are required for alternative terrains. The conditions during experimental testing were also very windy, and this affected the control of the SUAV more than it did the results, because the performance of the RN is more affected by its altitude than horizontal position.
The results from numerous test runs at different locations and at different times, it was found that the downlink throughput improvement can be increased from 150 kbps to a saturation of 5 Mbps, and the uplink throughput improvement can be increased from 70 kbps to a saturation of 1.5 Mbps. The ping time results show a monotonically decreasing trend with RN height, which saturates at approximately an altitude of 5 metres at 100 ms. A similar test was performed for indoor UEs in an urban area with no data coverage. The UAV RN was made to hover near a window. The performance result achieved are a downlink throughput improvement to 2 Mbps and an uplink throughput improvement to 1 Mbps.
In summary, the wireless RN has achieved a trough-topeak throughput and ping time improvement for UEs in poor coverage urban and rural areas. Thus far, the paper reviewed the results of a single UAV RN serving a single UE in a variety of poor coverage areas. The paper now presents both theoretical and large-scale simulation results related to large scale UAV relaying deployment in a multi-cell cellular network.
IV. MULTIPLE UAV RELAY RESULTS
A. Theoretical Capacity Gain using Stochastic Geometry
As illustrated in Fig. 1b , the fixed ground RNs generally have Line-of-Sight (LoS) to the serving-BS and Non-Line-ofSight (NLoS) to the targeted UEs [19] . The UEs generally do not have LoS to the serving-BS. The interference from other co-channel cells (RN or otherwise) generally have a Non-Lineof-Sight (NLoS) channel. The propagation pathloss model is statistically modelled on the 3GPP urban micro scenario [20] :
and the constant K is dependent on the transmission frequency and is approximately 10 −4 for 2.1 GHz. Therefore, the advantage of the mobile SUAV RN is therefore two fold: i) gain LoS with the targeted UEs and the serving BS, ii) can spatiallytrack the UE hotspots.
A theoretical performance gain based on the previously mentioned propagation channels in (1) can be found using stochastic geometry [21] , [22] . By only examining UEs that are connected to RNs and assuming that the BS-RN channel is not the limiting channel, useful performance bounds can be found. Referring to the multi-cell model of a cellular network, there exists a closed form expression for the complementary cumulative-distribution-function (CCDF) of the Signalto-Interference Ratio (SIR) at a fixed point r away from the RN:
where λ is the RN density. By averaging across all distances r, the mean network SIR, as well as metrics such as outage and capacity can be found for each case.
B. London City Simulation Results
The simulation results analyse the performance of several cellular techniques against the asymmetry of traffic distribution. The setting is based in 5 km × 9 km central London with real network BS locations and ray-traced pathloss modelling using industrial packages: PACE 3G and Forsk Atoll, as well as an industrially bench-marked proprietary simulation software VCEsim [7] . An example of the experiment for a single BS is illustrated in Fig. 5 , which shows a BS with a number of SUAV RNs serving traffic hotspots. The concept of traffic distribution asymmetry factor (F ) is defined as the ratio between the volume of traffic (data demanding users) in the serving-BS and the mean traffic in all BSs. As the asymmetry factor F increases, the mean throughput experienced by each UE in the serving-BS decreases due to the reduced number of radio resource blocks per UE. For a reference configuration with no RNs (homogeneous network), the results in Fig. 6 show that a peak mean user throughput of 2.2 Mbps and 95% of users (QoS) can achieve at least 0.5 Mbps, decaying with a half-life of F = 3. The theoretical upper-bound considers a network with no interference and the capacity of each user scales only with the radio resources available. The load balancing technique [11] can achieve an 11% improved mean throughput and 46% improved QoS over the reference. For a heterogeneous network with 6 fixed ground wireless RNs per BS, the mean throughput improvement is 65-120% and the QoS improvement is 20-40% over the reference. The greatest improvement is achieved for a uniform distribution of users, which means fixed ground RNs are no better placed in dealing with unpredictable surges of traffic demand.
For a heterogeneous network with 6 mobile wireless UAV RNs per BS, the mean throughput improvement is 160-190% and the QoS improvement is 140-210% over the reference. Compared to fixed relaying, the mean throughput improvement is 22-60% and the QoS improvement is 70-180%. The greatest improvement is achieved for high user asymmetry patterns (F 3) , showing that mobile UAVs are more suitable for non-uniform traffic patterns.
V. DISCUSSION ON REGULATIONS & PRACTICALITY
Whilst the operational laws for UAVs differ in each country and many laws are being re-written at the time of this article, we give some general insight into current laws. The Civil Aviation Authority (CAA) in the United Kingdom (UK) gives legal guidance on the usage of Unmanned Aircraft System Operations in UK Airspace [23] . The regulation is dependent on the weight class of the UAV, of which for the purpose of light-weight (< 20 kg) UAVs, there are no requirements for airworthiness and registration. Permission and pilot qualification is needed if the purpose of the aircraft is to conduct commercial operations or flown in congested areas. In terms of operational range for small-sized UAVs, visual-LoS (VLoS) is acceptable without permission. This defined as a maximum distance of 0.5 km horizontally and 100 m in altitude from the remote pilot. For extended-and beyond-VLoS, the UAV must be equipped with means to avoid collisions, be visible to other airspace users, resilient to relevant meteorological conditions, and suitable range control.
In realistic commercial operations of the UAV RN, the current test-bed cannot meet the air authority conditions. A larger UAV that can achieve collision avoidance and be resilient to the effects of wind is needed. Currently this is achievable within the < 20 kg category and therefore, given the correct permissions and automated piloting softwares, it is feasible that UAV RNs can be automatically associated with cellular network BSs in the near future.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
Over the past decade, mobile data growth has changed the way wireless communication networks think about deployment and operations. Whilst this is especially prominent in cities, where most of the world's population now live, it is also a challenge in far reaching rural communities that seek greater information connectivity. Traditional and nontraditional wireless data operators (i.e., Google and Facebook) are now examining the need to expand their fixed wireless infrastructure with mobile airborne services.
Low-altitude SUAVs provide a micro-scale mobile communications relay that can attempt to provide two distinctive benefits: i) superior propagation model, and ii) provide increased bandwidth reuse for emerging traffic hotspots. Therefore, they are not to be confused with or directly compared with high-altitude UAV technologies. The paper presents experimental field-test results based on a 3G SUAV relay test-bed, as well as simulation and theoretical bounds to performances. The results in both rural and urban environments show a similar trough-to-peak throughput and ping time improvements. The paper goes on to compares the SUAV relay's performance with alternative load balancing and static relaying techniques. Overall, the improvement over existing methods in both mean throughput (>22%) and QoS (>70%) is significant enough to seriously consider the technology.
